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REQUEST FOR NEW FULL-TIME FACULTY POSITION 
 [1.0 FTEF]  

(We are requesting 2.0 FTEF) 

JUSTIFICATION 

 
Criteria 1: Percent of Full-Time Faculty in Department 

  Data Source:* /PED, Peralta Mainframe, Academic Year 12-13    

[Whatever data source is used here should also be used for Criteria 4.]   

 

  Data for Fall 2012:   Annual Program Update 2012-2013 (note that all data is from the BI tool) 

 # of F/T 
Contract FTE 2.41 

Hourly FTE 4.08 

% of F/T Faculty 37.1% 

 

 

Criteria 2: Semester End Department Enrollment Pattern for Last Three Years 

  Data Source: Annual Program Update 2012-2013 

[Whatever data source is used here should also be used for Criteria 3.]   

 

 Enrolled 

2010-11 

Retained % Enrolled 

2011-12 

Retained % Enrolled 

2012-13 

Retained % 

Fall 420 289 68.8 443 299 67.5 463 325 70.2 

Spring 445 341 76.6 421 293 69.6 476 343 72.1 

TOTAL 865 630 72.8 864 592 68.5 939 668 71.1 

 

Criteria 3: Meets Established Class Size 

  Data Source: Annual Program Update 2011-2012 (note all data is from the BI tool) 

     
Productivity 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 

Fall FTES/FTE 16.94 17.16 16.99 

Spring FTES/FTE 17.67 17.88 17.70 

 
Aver .Class Size 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 

Fall  35 34 32 

Spring  34 30 34 

 

 

Criteria 4: Percent of Full-Time Faculty in Comparable Department at Other Colleges 

  Data Source:  /PED, Peralta Mainframe, Academic Year 12-13 for Laney, Merritt, Alameda  

    and Berkeley City College (formerly Vista) 

    (note all data is from the BI tool) 
 

  Data for Fall 2012:  Annual Program Update 2012-2013 [Use same data/years as Criteria 1] 
 Laney Alameda Merritt BCC 

Contract FTE 2.41 0 1.80 0.85 

Hourly FTE 4.08 2.39 2.02 1.80 

Total FTEF (including FTEF) 6.92 2.39 2.92 4.03 

% of F/T Faculty 37.1 0 47 32 

 

_____________ 
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Criteria 5: Position is Authorized and in the Budget 

 

 

□ NO. These positions are not authorized or in the budget!  

 

 

Criteria 6: Upon justification to the District, a College may be granted a faculty position to start a 

new program or to enhance an existing one. [Use if applicable] 

 
 
 

[NAME] 

Department 

F/T instructors 

 

# students 

Fall 2012 

Productivity (FTES/FTE) 

Fall 2012/Spring 2013 

Avg. class size 

Fall 2012/Spring 2013 

Laney   Fall  , Spring  Fall   , Spring       

College of Alameda   Fall, Spring   Fall    , Spring  -  

Berkeley City    Fall  Spring   Fall   , Spring   -- 

Merritt   Fall  Spring  -- Fall    , Spring      - 

                           
       

 

 
 

Criteria 7: Additional Justification.  
 

  
The Chemistry Department has requested hiring more full-time contract faculty for at least the last 5 years.   

 

Below are justifications for the current request: 

 

1.  To maintain consistency and continuity between lecture and laboratory. 

 

The unique nature of science classes, with both a lecture and laboratory component, provides the opportunity for an 

integrated approach to learning the course material.  We utilize this approach at Laney – all of our current lecture classes 

have an associated laboratory class and the lecture topics are covered in lab.  Additionally, many of our lecture sections 

maintain two laboratory sections, since there is such a demand for our classes.   The lecture topics are reinforced by 

experimentation and demonstration during the laboratory course.  The maximal consistency and continuity is attained when 

the lecture and laboratory instructor are the same instructor – even if a second laboratory section is offered, we always offer 

them at the same time, so additional faculty are required to assist, however ideally, one of the instructors should be the 

lecture instructor.  The reliance on part-time faculty can lead to the staffing situation where no single instructor is able to 

oversee the entire class and may result in as many as three part-time instructors for one class, instead of just two (or one, 

where only one lab section is offered).  This leads to student disenfranchisement and lower student retention and hence 

lower student success. 

 

2.  Higher quality instruction and more full-time faculty members leads to enhanced retention of students, which 

means higher success rates. 

 

It is difficult to find faculty that are qualified to teach our students, at least with any regularity.  With the volatile nature of 

the impermanence of part-time instructors’ obligations, many of our instructors are only here for short periods of time.  

They have options to leave any semester, and since many instructors may have positions at other schools, we are left with 

little to depend on in planning our schedule.  As a school we have little to offer them long-term, so we frequently end up 

“losing” faculty to other schools and it is common that they get full-time jobs elsewhere – we lose twice.    

 

The Chemistry departmen retention data show this.  Our average retention rate from above is ~71-72% and our %F/T 

faculty is 37%.  In a better staffed department, such as Biology at Laney, where the %F/T faculty approached even 50%, the 

average retention rate over the same period is ~85%.  This is a significant difference.  The quality of our laboratory courses 

in particular is hard to maintain with most labs being taught by part-time faculty who may or may not have a vested interest 
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in the course.  And part-time instructors are not obligated to hold office hours, so students miss out on the opportunity to 

seek assistance outside of class, when part-time instructors are no here to see them. 

 

Also, the current process of finding and hiring full-time faculty is a much more thorough process of vetting candidates, one 

that leads to higher quality instructors.  We ultimately choose candidates that have the “best” teaching experience.  Hiring 

of part-time faculty is a less vigorous process and frequently involves choosing from the part-time hiring pool, where there 

are no guarantees – offering a section of a chemistry class might be the difference between choosing a part-time candidate 

with scant experience or not offering the course at all – either choice impacts the quality the education we give our students.  

Thus, hiring full-time faculty guarantees a higher quality of the instruction that students will receive. 

 

3.  Part-time faculty are limited (by Ed. Code) on how many courses they can teach for us. 

 

The firm two-thirds FTE limit for part-time faculty teaching loads contributes to inefficiency in staffing our classes.  Since 

all of our class have both lecture and laboratory class and since laboratory classes are equated at 80% of the actual hours, 

none of our part-time faculty end up with teaching loads that “fit” with this limit.  They are either well under the two-thirds 

limit or would be slightly over the limit.  Since load averaging is not a possibility for part-time faculty instructors, we end 

up needing to hire more part-time instructors, even for just one laboratory classes, to make up for this.  This inefficiency 

would be circumvented by hiring more full-time faculty, since they would not have this limit.  (Even current full-time 

Chemistry faculty are unable to exactly meet the 15 FTE contract obligation, so they are usually required to teach an 

overload simply to meet their obligation)  

 

4.  Health and safety concerns are minimized with vested faculty compared to part-time faculty. 

 

Part-time instructors, especially new ones, are more likely to be less experienced in teaching laboratory courses.  Since 

Chemistry laboratory courses have a significant risk factor associated with it for students and staff, and since at Laney we 

take laboratory safety very seriously, staffing our laboratory classes with part-time instructors is undesirable.  Part-time 

faculty, since they are not as thoroughly vested in the department have less incentive to maintain our high standards of 

safety.  Also, it is difficult to get new part-time faculty oriented to our methods of running lab, since we do not have the 

resources to train new faculty every semester.  The uncertainties in the quality of the health and laboratory safety guidance 

offered by part-time instructors, leads to inconsistencies in the quality of the students’ educational experience.   

 

Hiring full-time faculty ensures with greater certainty that these health and safety concerns are adequately addressed with 

all of our students.   

 

5.  More opportunities for curriculum and program development and greater participation in department affairs is 

only possible with more full-time faculty. 

 

Full-time faculty are more vested in improving the quality and quantity of education offered by the Chemistry department 

at Laney College.  Curriculum development and participation in shared governance is only guaranteed with a higher 

percentage of full-time faculty, and for obvious reasons.  Most of our current full-time instructors hold teaching posts at 

more than one school, some at as many as three different schools in the Bay Area.  These instructors have little incentive to 

contribute to the growth of our program, over other schools, and even less incentive to participate in broader issues that 

affect the campus as a whole. 

 

By hiring more full-time Chemistry faculty, we would have greater opportunities to develop additional Chemistry courses, 

especially in newer technologies, and would have more input in the area of updating our current course offerings with 

newer and perhaps more effective teaching pedagogies.    

 

Since the demand for Chemistry classes is always more that we can accommodate with our current staffing, being able to 

offer more courses and in more areas leads to more students.  Greater quality instruction leads to greater student success 

and greater student rention.    


